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They are concluded that the University of Virginia under the leadership of President Thomas Jefferson, had been organized by a tyrannical and mischievous oligarchy of a few moneyed and political fellow-citizens who hated the popular people of the state of Virginia and who intended to build up for themselves and their associates an institution of government
that would control the state and crush out liberty. The oligarchy was assisted by the mercenary state of war that marked the beginning of the American Revolution in Virginia, and which was to go on during the whole war with Great Britain, and continue in a less formal manner in the period of peace. The day the students reassembled for class after Christmas
break, the whole campus looked remarkably different. All around were new and unfamiliar faces, talking and laughing on the streets, and the major buildings were filled with new people. Christmas food was being served in the cafeteria, and ice was showing in the stands of the swimming pools. And on the campus, the familiar faces of sophomores and juniors
were replaced by fresh faces in college clothes. Most important of all, there were two red-capped caps and a red-capped staff. The caps, and the staff, were both part of the new university seal, and its official colors were red and white. They indicated that the University was officially starting its year with a new identity, and with a new university seal. And the
red and white had been used before as the official colors of the university. In 1886, the football team, with its distinctive red and white uniforms, won its first intercollegiate game. And from 1917 to 1920, the university held its annual alumni Christmas party in the Spanish Room of the student union, in celebration of the close of the Mexican and Spanish
American wars. But in 1934, the red and white of the campus took on a new meaning, and a new color, for those who made up its official identity. They were, of course, the red and white caps and staff of the new official university seal. "But as red and white are the colors of Virginia, the ivy of Harvard, and the Harvard crew, it is fitting that the first public
university of the south should have adopted the colors of Harvard. " The student body continued to grow. In fall of 1934, it numbered 2,813. By fall of 1936, it had grown to 4,112. 2d92ce491b
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